Cochlear implant place psychophysics. 2. Comparison of forward masking and pitch estimation data.
Results for forward masking and numerical estimation of pitch were compared in a group of 6 adult subjects implanted with cochlear prostheses manufactured by Cochlear Limited. Data were collected for bipolar + 1 stimulation in all subjects, and for stimulation in one other mode, either common ground or monopolar, for all subjects but one. The pitch data show various irregularities and in each case can be seen to be broadly consistent with the corresponding forward masking data. It is shown that a 'centre of gravity' of the forward masking distribution varies with masker electrode in a manner that is qualitatively very similar to the variation of pitch estimate. It is suggested that, while pitch estimation results are consistent with those from forward masking, the latter contain more detailed information that may be useful in understanding intersubject variations in speech comprehension.